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                                               CRISTIANITY                 

I don't have any religious background but that doesn't make it impossible for me 
to understand as to in what awful state the Christianity is at present. In the 
twentieth century the politicians have destroyed 180 millions of people, created 
several types of weapons of mass destruction and at present they started to 
obliterate all the mankind with the help of scientific technical progress. 

They continue to develop weapons of mass destruction and genetically modified 
organisms, they continue to pollute the atmosphere which results in temperature 
rise and which, in turn, creates conditions for the occurrence of natural disasters 
threatening to cover even whole continents with water.  

 Unfortunately, the Christian clergy and its leaders do not want to notice it. They 
haven't even realized and they don't now that the Christian religion is to be the 
guiding force in the development of the human consciousness and as its result – 
as that of the human society - that our Lord Jesus Christ expected from us. 
Christianity - as it is today - is good for nothing and brings only harm. 

  Within two thousand years in spite of the constant increase in the number of the 
churches and the existence of millions of priests the Christian leaders have never 
been able to completely change the image of an Old Testament man and have not 
completed the formation of Christian moral values in human society. I do not 
know whether or not one can change anything by now, because humanity has 
come to climax of perhaps its next in turn life. 

Politicians argue that there's crisis in the economy at present but in the whole 
world an ongoing economic recession is in process, and this, as you might 
imagine, is not a crisis already, it is the Apocalypse.  
 

 
  


